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TENTATIVE EVALUATION OF THE PEER TEAM ON
INSTITUTIONAL ACCREDITATION OF
KARNATAKA PEOPLES' EDUCATION SOCIETY'S
DR. AMBEDKAR COLLEGE OF ARTS & COMMERCE,
GULBARGA.
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Introduction:
Dr. Ambedkar College of Arts & Commerce, Gulbarga, volunteered to be
assessed and accredited by NAAC and submitted the self-study report. NAAC
constituted a Peer Team to visit the institution, comprising of the following members.

Dr. Y. Saraswathy Rao - Chairperson,
Former Vice-Chancel lor,
Sri Krishnadevaraya University,
Anantapur (A.P.)

Dr. M. Marcus Diepen Boominathan - Member,
Principal, Bishop Heber College, Puthur,
Tiruchirappalli (Tamil Nadu).

&

Dr.

Anjali

P.

Kulkarni - Member-Coordinator,

Head, P.G. Department of Economics,
Nagpur University, Nagpur (Maharashtra).

The Peer Team visited Dr. Ambedkar College of Arts & Commerce on 18th &
19th

August 2004.

Genesis:
Dr. Ambedkar College of Arts & Commerce is situated in the heart of the city

of Gulbarga in a sprawling campus of 21/z acres of land. Dr. Ambedkar College was

started under the patronage

of Shri. Mallikarjun

Kharge, Founder Chairman of

Karnataka Peoples'Education Society (KPES), Gulbarga in the year 1982" A band of
selfless workers
college.

of

KPES also took special interest

in the endeavor of building this

Having started in 1982 with 45 students, over the last 20 years, the strength

to 826. Since the main thrust is to provide for all-round development of
SC/ST students, nearly 50o/o of the total seats are reserued for them" Even the
has gone up

Government, while admitting the college under grant-in-aid for the salary grant,
made

it

mandatory that 50o/o of the seats should be retained reserued for SC/ST

students only.

This college is affiliated in 1982 to Gulbarga University and got permanent
affiliation in 1991. The College came under 2F and 128 of the U.G.C. in 1985 and
1989 respectively.

It

has its own independent imposing building, qualified staff and well
equipped library and modern teaching aids. The college impafts education &
community orientation as per the vision statement, which is drafted to create overall
awareness among SC/ST and other downtrodden community students.
Mission statement aims at involving the Society, Government, UGC, University,

Students, Staff and the stakeholders in reaching its goal" While aiming to keep pace

with national as well as global level changes, through general education with
spiritual, moral and scientific value components, constant effort is to be made to
train students as per progressive academic standards to become future leaders with
highest ideals of their profession etc.

The goals & objectives address issues, like self-employment, professional
development, general education, training access and equal opportunities.

It

has a campus area of 21/z dcres and offers U.G" courses of B.A. & B.Com.

The faculty pf Arts has ten departments and a faculty of Commerce is in charge of

\-/

B.Com. programme. There are

t7

permanent teachers out of whom three are Ph.D"

degree holders and 7 with M.Phil. degree. Even among the 5 part-time teachers,

one is with a Ph.D. and another with M.Phil" degree. There are 16 administrative

staff.

Majority are male students and women are about t6o/o of total strength.

Majority are for B.A. rather than B.Com. The college follows annual system. The
support seruices include central library, sport facilities, health centre, canteen and
grievance redressal cell.
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The Board of Management of the Society has a number of opinion makers
drawn from the

sc/sr

community, but the Governing Body

of the college has

eminent persons of all communities as per the University norms"
Among the teachers one has attended a National Seminar and another was a
resource person

at a National Seminar. A couple of teachers were members of

Board of Studies and Board Examiners at the University level.

The pattern for B.A. is, under Part-I any two languages out of three" Under
Part-II eight combinations are offered. B.Com. has year wise pattern of subjects and

papers. Under Pat-I any two languages out of three in

II year. Under Part-II four core papec in I year

I year and one language in

and five compulsory papers in

II

year.

In III year there are four core subjects and three groups of elective papers, each group
having two papers. The University has its policy for revision of syllabus. This college is

not an autonomous college and therefore University norms are binding on it.
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Criterion

I

: Curricular Aspects

This aspects deals with the mission of the institution, its relevance
translation

of its

goals into programme options offered by

and

it. The goals and

objectives of the institution also define its distinctive character and address the
needs of the major stakeholders.

The goals and objectives of the college are to spread spiritual and cultural

by providing better education. The college seeks to make significant

values

contributfn to general education with an emphasis on spiritual, mental and scientific
value of

q.

The goals and objectives of the institution are clearly defined"

Since the college lacks autonomy in framing the curriculum, attainment of all

the goals through implementation of the syllabus is a challenging task. However
through internal flexibility of offering programme options the institution has attained
most of the goals and objectives. The representation of the staff members on the

Board

of

Studies (Sociology Department) helps the institution

to translate its

objectives into reality. The college has offered eight combinations of programme
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options in B.A. which takes care of skill differentials and aptitudes of the students.
The Rural Development Programme is designed to match the rural background of the

students. Even University department does not offer this course. This shows the
vision of the institution to develop some courses well in advance of the university.

The practical field work programme in Rural Development paper provides the
opportunity to the students and teachers in the institutions to obserue socioeconomic and political conditions of the rural people and help them to solve their
problem after they have been properly identified. The course is multi-disciplinery as
well as interdisciplinary in nature.
Some of the short-term courses like Functional English, Communicative Skills

& Computer Skills are organized by the institution for the benefit of the students.
Thus, sincere efforts are being made by the institution to attain the stated objective of
academic excellence with social responsibilities, commitments and pragmatic values.

Department

of Education started working in 1982 as combination in

B.A.

students who pass out with this combination are repofted to be getting preference in
B.Ed. admission

it is unique combination in a degree college.

The syllabus is unitized as per the guidelines of collegiate education and
university. Accordingly tests, seminars, mid-term & preparatory exams are conducted
by the institution.

The institution has some points of strength"

It has dedicated and well

qualified staff. The programme options are consistent with the goals and objectives
of the Institutions. Students from rural area are mainly benefited from the course in

Rural Development and SC/ST students or students from backward communities
have benefited in a major way from the teaching programme run by the institution.

Criterion

II

: Teaching Learning & Evaluation

This criterion deals with the efforts of the institution in providing appropriate
teaching, tear6!')nethods or experiences to improve their academic performance"

It

also looks at the adequary and competency of the faculty which handle the various

programmes of the study as well as effectiveness of the evaluation methodology of the

institution.
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The admission process followed by the Institution is very simple. There are
neither interviews, nor entrance tests or cut-off marks at the entry stage. All the

students who qualify PUC

or equivalent examination with

minimum passing

percentage of marks are admitted to the college. Thus, the process of admission is

transparent and simple.

The students'competence and knowledge after the entry stage is assessed
on the basis of regular tests, tutorials, term end examination, talents day, general
knowledge tests and annual university examination. Various committees are formed

to superuise the pefformance of the students under the chairmanship of

Principal

and members of the Student Welfare Organization.
Remedial courses are also run by the institution for educationally backward

students. UGCt Remedial Coaching Programme is also being conducted since last 5
years especially for SC/ST students.

The advanced learners on the other hand, have also been provided with
facilities like Guidance Centre and other programs for competitive exams.
Looking to the wide range of the options (eight combinations in B.A.) offered

in various Teaching Programmes (8.A., B.Com) it appears that the programs of
teaching and learning cater to the individual differences among learners and also
offers some

flexibility.
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The Institution also -tri", to offer effective
planning of the teaching work. College has

teaching through systematic

a system of preparing Teaching

Plan

which is checked and evaluated by the respective HODs and finally by the Principals.
All the teachers strictly adhere to the teaching plan with minor flexibility.

The maintenance of work done diary newly introduced by the Government is
very systematically maintained by the teachers. But they expressed the desire to
switch over to the earlier diary which offered them a lot of scope to write in details
the synopsis of their lectures.
The syllabi have been unitized and checked and evaluated twice in a year.

Impoftance of teaching and of teachers is reflected in the display of the
boards in Principal's room, which start with the list of teachers followed by nonteaching staff

& management staff. This shows the highest pr,iority given to the

teaching programme of the institution"

The college supplements its traditional lecture method of teaching with other
learner centered teaching methods. To mention a few cases, the History department
organizes study tours to various places of historical irnportance. The students also

take initiative to prepare charts, paintings, maps, depicting the historical episodes
which facilitates students understanding of the subjects.

Department of Rural Development has a special place for itself which offers
programmes

for the welfare of the students coming from rural areas.

Pictorial

presentation of a paft of the syllabus makes the task of Rural Development Department
easier though the depaftment also supplements its efforts through fieldwork. English

Department uses audiocassettes for exposure to conversational skills, physiology of

fnSlish.
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Video cassettes on Novels, Dramas, Poetry are also procured from other

for the purpose of demonstration. Departments of Sociology and

Political

Science use educational films.

The Depaftment of Kannada had made excellent efforts to motivate the
students to participate in various extra curricular activities. The Department organizes
programmes on International Women's Day every year. One of the faculty members

of this Depaftment has been given the award of Best Organizer of the year.
Folklore display by the Department of Kannada which is a Novel methods of
learning the traditional life of rural communities helps the students to understand the

rural characteristics of the region. This needs a special mention. The contribution of
Kannada Department is also significant.

Department of Economics has been immensely benefited from the textbooks
published bythe Principal of the college in English aswell as in Kannada.

Department of Psychology is well equipped with laboratory facilities. Looking

to the no. of students offering this subject the instrument in the laboratory are more
than sufficient to ensure its optimum use. The student strength of the department
needs

to be enhanced.
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Department of Commerce has a unique laboratory through which excellent

efforts are being made by the staff members to impart practical training to the
students in Accountancy, Banking, Stock Exchange, Insurance etc. The students are
also trained in advertisement technique. The Department needs to strengthen these

efforts by organising mock-demonstration

of

Annual General Body Meeting of

shareholders to train the students about the working of the companies,

Commerce Department also organises visits to industries to impart practical

training. However a special cell i.e. Industry-institution-interaction cell, if established
in the institution may give a fillip to the working of the Commerce Department.

Though some departments are found using audio-visual aids

to

make

teaching learning more effective, most of the departments use low cost methods like
wall paper, cutouts, filing of articles etc.

The teachers in the college provide excellent service to the students by
performing multiple role-as friends, guides

&

philosophers. The students coming

from the weaker sections and originating from the rural areas perceive a special
importance of teachers role as counselors.

Teachers evaluation of students is a novel practice which offers incentives to

the teachers to improve their teaching performance. The Best Teacher Awards seem

to have motivated the teachers to do their best in teaching.
Manifestation

of

Students skills

in cultural

programme organized by the

college is a testimony of their versatility. The growing youth of this college possesses
a good potential for all-round development.

Students' performance

in examination and their success rate is a

good

parameter of effective teaching and learning. In most of the subjects the average
success rate is more than 80% and no. of students acquiring first class is higher than

those getting second class, with good ranks in university examination in the past

(1990). Recently the students from commerce faculty have secured good marks in
accountanry ranging from 960/o to 98o/o missing a merit by only a small margin.

@

Institution has many points of strength:

It

uses innovative method of

evaluation of teachers by the students, which is combined with traditional method of

self-appraisal.

It

has dedicated and sincere staff matched by the well disciplined

receptive and hardworking students. The practice of Best Teacher Award needs to
be appreciated.

However teachers have not pafticipated in Faculty Development Programme

(FIP) in

a major way.

Except one teacher, two

of the faculty

members were

compelled to refuse the FIP facility due to non-availability of seats in the university.

Criterion

III

: Research, Consultancy and Extension

Since, Dr. Ambedkar college is basically an undergraduate institution, it offers

limited scope for research and publication. However, the teachers are given facilities
in the form of study leave to conduct research leave (Ph.D.). Fellowship and grants
are given by U.G.C. to support research.

The participation of faculty in active research is about 25olo three teachers
have been Awarded Doctoral Degree, seven teachers have completed M.Phil. & four
teachers have registered for Ph.D. The publication of textbooks by some departments

like Economics, Commerce, Kannada, Political Science need to be appreciated"
However, these efforts should be supplemented by writing and publishing research
articles in reputed journals.

Most of the teachers are participating in seminars, conferences, workshops

from Regional to National and International level and their contribution in the form of
research papers presented in the seminar needs a special mention.

The Principal of the college is working for a minor research project which
shows his inclination for research in spite of busy schedule.

The College does not published the expertise available for consultanry.

The college has been working to promote extension activities, covering the

areas like community development, social

wor(

health

&

hygiene awareness,

medical camp, adult education, literacy programmes, blood donation camp and AIDS
awareness programme.

The college organises NSS activities in rural areas to enable the students &
staff to come in contact with the problem faced by the villages which have relevance

from the National point of view i.e. literacy, poverty, environment, population
education, etc. Some recent N.S.S. camps on medical aid, legal aid, plastic disposal
awareness

etc. are worth appreciating. The students (male)

expressed their desire

to staft NCC programme also.
Encouragement given by the Principal to StafF & Students

to participate

in

extension activities needs to be specially appreciated.

Criterion IV : Infrastructure and Learning Resources
The college is built in an area of 21/z acres situated in the heart of city. The
buildings of the college are well designed, neatly constructed and well maintained.

The cleanliness and beautification of the campus is taken care of by the Staff and
Students themselves

in general and by

NSS students

in particular. There is

a

separate library building, sports rooms, health room, a canteen a two wheeler parking
shed, an open air stage and a small garden. An auditorium is under construction.

The library is well equipped with the latest editions of various textbooks and
books by reputed authors. There are 16,002 book, 315 reference books, 25 journals
besides a number of magazines and newspapers. The college gets books through

Amelioration fund and SC/ST cell

of the Gulbarga

University, Social Welfare

Department of the Government of Karnataka and the U.G.C. There are two specious
reading rooms with well designed furnitures one for magazines and newspapers and

another for reference books and journals and a book bank
books are given to the

I & II

More books are given

room.

year students and three books to

III

Normally two

year students"

to those students who have passed the University

Examinations securing 60% and above. Library is kept open even beyond normal

working hours for use by the students. Efforts could be made to computerize all
activities of the library.

The college has a specious playground and sports equipments. There is

a

home gym and a multi-gym. Boys and girls are making use of these facilities and are

given different time schedule. Outstanding sports persons are offered diet amount,
sport costumes and T.A.

I

D.A. The students won 3 gold and 3 silver medals during

p

the academic year 2003-04 in three State

/

University level Sports meet and a

student of the college participated in National level Sports meet.
Though the college has no hostel of its own, by its association with the Social
Welfare Government hostels, it was able to get accommodation to 630lo of its student

community in these hostels. The college has a plan to start a hostel of its own.

AII Government scholarships for SC/ ST students, backward & minority
students are made available. Four computers, a Xerox machine, Internet & Fax
facilities are available in the college. Computer education is given to students with

the help of "WInGATES Computer Education" which is functioning in the building of
the college with a marginal fee of Rs. 80/- to Rs. 100/- per month per student.

There are only Afts and Commerce courses and the college function from
8-00 a.m. to 2-10 p.m. and some extra classes are conducted in the afternoon. The
Management could start some job oriented science programmes and the existing
infrastructure could be used on a shift system.

Criterion V : Student Support and Progression
The dropout rate is 18olo and the progression to employment and further
studies is 90o/o. Students passing in first class is maximum, second class is moderate

and pass class is minimum. The dropout rate is due to the fact that the students go
along with the family members to different places in search of jobs due to frequent
famine that occurs in this region. Another fact is that unless the student clears all
the first year papers he

/

she cannot sit for the final year exams.

More than 50% of the commerce students and 25o/o of the Arts students are

self-employed. This could be further enhanced if only the college could create an
Employment Cell through which proper counseling and guidance could be given for

further studies and employment. More than

50o/o

of the students after completion of

their degrees here joined Post-Graduate Courses, B.Ed., B.P.Ed., Law courses etc.
Twelve students of this college after completing their degrees joined P.G. course in
different institutions and then cleared the NET / SLET examination and more than

two hundred students of this college got free seats by passing B.Ed. entrance
examination.

The college adopts apart from the regular teaching methods, methods such

as seminars, discussions, tutorials, assignments, workshops etc" to improve the
quality of education. 50 to 60 students are assigned to each teaching staff for
looking after the overall development of the student.

The Karnataka State Open University Study Centre is functioning in the
college and is fully equipped. This centre enables the disiontinued students, employees

of the college and the public to continue their education.

The Karnataka Government has made

it

mandatory

to get

feedback from

students about their staff and this is put into practice in this college. The feedback
sheets are collected from the students on the last day of University exam, analysed

and

it is shared with the teachers

concerned by the Principal

for correction

and

improvement.
Blood is being donated by the students to the needy in times of need. For a

systematic functioning a "Blood Donors Club" could be formed and in the identity
cards of the students their blood group could be printed.

Efforts could be made to build and strengthen the Alumni association that
was formed recently. From the available information at the college, it could be seen

that many of the alumni are highly placed and working in various departments like
Education, Social Welfare, Judicial, Jail, Excise, Health, Police, Military Transport,

Food

& Civil Supply, Post & Telegraph,

Public Works, Revenue, Archaeology,

Agriculture, Horticulture, Irrigation, Railways, Fisheries, Women
Survey, Backward Class & Minority

etc.

Many

& Child Welfare,

of alumni are working in

private

industries, corporation, Karnataka Administrative Seruice, Treasury, Karnataka
Electricity Board, LIC, Banks and so on.

The management could think of bringing out a prospectus annually which
would give clear information to students about admission norms, fees structure,
financial aids available etc. More recreational

/ leisure time activities could be thought

of in the campus. Subject associations, for example, Economic Association etc. could
be started for the academic enrichment of the students.

Criterion VI : Organization and Management
Dr. Ambedkar College of Arts & Commerce was started under the patronage

of Shri. Mallikarjun Kharge, Founder

Chairman

of

Karnataka Peoples' Education

Society in the year 1982. This Degree college was started for catering to the needs

of the SC/ST and other downtrodden community people and this objective is well
taken care of while admitting students year after year. The Governing Body of the
society shall consist of eleven members that include

at least seven persons from

amongst the Scheduled Caste.

Various committees are functioning for efficient internal coordination and

monitoring. A betterment and planning committee has been constituted by the
society to look after the annual budget and its development and it meets once in a

month. The college committee constituted by the Management manages its
resources well and hence it has neither a deficit nor an excess budget. The college
management so far appointed seven part-time teachers and it pays their salary.

Special coaching is given

to weaker students in general and extra care is

shown on the SC/ST students in particular. Since most of the students of the college

are from the SC/ST and Backward communities, they get scholarships from the
Government. However, some students who are very poor and not in a position to
pay their exam fees etc. are given financial help by the teachers of the college. The
teachers involvement in the welfare of the students is very much appreciable.

Loan facilities are made available

to a

maximum

of Rs. 50,000/- to the

teaching and non-teaching of this college through the Staff Credit Co-operative
Society and from other bank.

A

Grievance Redressal Cell has been

strengthened further. A grievance

/

just established and

it could be

suggestion box is provided in the campus for

students to express their grievances and suggestions freely. The suggestion box is

opened in the presence of the Principal and the Heads of the Departments and
remedial measures are taken immediately.

*'

Criterion VII : Healthy Practices
The college has a few healthy practices in keeping with the mission statement

of upliftment of S.C., S.T. and the poor. Some of the healthy practices are very
distinct and again with a view to take the students to the areas of their familiarity so

that their understanding and comprehension is very quick and lasting. Under this,
mention must be made of the teaching and learning aids"
Very innovative, low cost, locally made visual teaching and learning aids are
prepared using the creative skills of both students and teachers such as:
Kannada Depaftment: To explain the folk literature, rural cultural writings and

typical village life etc., clay models of scenes depicting the various daily
activities in the village of various caste avocations arranged in an appropriate
sequence, the whole constituting a village is very realistic.

Rural Development Department: Chart paper water color paintings done by

students after completing a field visit depicts various rural themes such as
agricultural operations, like land tilling, transplanting, weeding and harvesting

grain thrashing manually, irrigation, lift irrigation using man and

animal

power, a shepherd minding the sheep, a typical Gram Panchayat at work,
rural road and transportation etc.

Commerce Department: Has

a

display, called the commerce lab,

of

all

documents used in a business transaction in various commercial organization

like banks, stock exchanges etc. to give a practical exposure after teaching
the relevant subject.

In addition there are cetain other healthy practices which seem to

be

typical in Karnataka State. They are:

The non-teaching staff are also exposed to various training and refresher
programmes organised by the Joint Director, Higher Education, Government of

Karnataka,

on Office Management,

records maintenance and

official

correspondence protocol.

*--

At the college level, student related healthy practices can be listed as
follows:

Computer Skill at basic level was initially given to a select few free of cost but
since this academic year 2004-05, in order

to cater to the greater demand,

a

collaborative arrangement with a firm by name "W|nGATES Computer Education"

at nominal fee of Rs. 80/- to Rs. 100/- per month for courses starting from one
month to 6 months is made. There are five batches of student attending their
programme in view of its affordability.
Functional English classes are engaged by the English teacher free of cost for
students after college working hours, since medium of instructions is in Kannada
most of the time.
Remedial classes for S.C. & S.T. students who constitute 80o/o of the total strength,

are arranged in subjects like, all papers of Commerce and Economics. U.G.C.
assistance was obtained earlier but now the college is conducting on its own.

Advanced learners are given as many books as they want from the library to be
used throughout the year. Guidance and coaching is also given to students who
wish to take competitive exams either for P.G. studies or for jobs.
Batches of 50 to 60 students are adopted by each teacher to take care of them.
Although there is a grievance redressal mechanism provided through a suggestion
box etc. the students expressed in our interaction with them, that their problems

are sorted out by their adopted peers (teachers) when they approach them
and thus they don't find any need to use the suggestion box or the grievance
redressal cell.

The State Government policy of annual student evaluation of teachers at the end
of the examinations through a structured format is a very commendable measure

to ensure quality in a teacher in all respects. The revaluation is made against ten
criteria with a maximum of ten marks for each criterion. The areas covered are:

the manner of conducting a class, time consciousness, pre-preparation for the
class, timely completion of the syllabus, competenry, clarity in expression like (a)

voice modulation (b) clarity of expression and (c) command over language,
methodology, interaction, accessibility and being a role model.

I
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A comprehensive percentile calculation is done for each teacher based on the
total of each class and this repoft is discussed by the Principal in a staff meeting
and along with his confidential report the total individual evaluation is sent to the

Higher Education Commissioner who monitors the performance of the college in
terms of its quality etc. Commendation letters are sent to the college by him to
motivate them.

Section

- III
Over all Analysis

It

is very heartening to note that the leaders and elders among the SC and

ST communities of this backward district of Hyderabad-Karnataka, as

it is populady

known, Gulbarga, were such great visionaries who were convinced that education is

the prime pre-requisite for human development and progress. This was emphasised
by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar in his command to the weaker sections. With this conviction

like minded workers of the Karnataka Education Society came together and
contributed their mite, starting with MSK Mill workers, businessmen and other well
wishers of this society. They stafted one by one many educational institutions at
basic level from 1976 onwards and in 1982 this college was established. A special
unit called Ambedkar Vichar Vedike was started in the college to spread Dr. Ambedkar's
Philosophy and to create awareness about Dr. Ambedkar's views on various aspects.

Further annually various competitions are held for students at inter college level as

well as Division level and prizes are given for best performance. Thus unique efforts
are made to awaken the SC / ST youth to Dr. Ambedkart teachings"
The aims and objectives, the vision and mission statements were all focussed

on the educational, spiritual, moral and cultural upliftment and advancement of the
SC

& ST communities and all other poor people of all communities. Thus,

the

institution has been drawing its students from all interior rural poor families and
providing relief and encouragement through quality education. While the Govt. order

earmarked not less than 50o/o seats

for SC & ST communities, the college

is

patronized by 800/o of the total strength by this community.

,p''
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The teachers are meticulously selected in order to ensure the realisation of

the aims and objectives. The outcome of the commitment of the teachers is

seen

from the personal rapport a teacher has with the students, pafticularly those in times

of need. The academic results are very satisfactory and the Commissioner of Higher

of Karnataka has himself sent a letter of commendation
appreciating the teachers' overall performance and that of the students" The
Education, Government

significant obseruation made by the Peer Team is the sequence of display boards in

the Principalt chamber. First place is given to the'teaching community, thereby
recognizing the important role-played by them in moulding the students. The
teachers are effectively monitored, through teaching diary, work completed record
and so on.

The parents were very emotional in the parents meet, expressing their
gratitude to the teachers and the college for giving not only education but proper
guidance to obtain a status in employment and in various avocations. The alumni
also were in the same state of emotional expression of the contributions made by

this institution in shaping their lives and how they would like to come back here
again and again etc. What one poor SC parent said is worth quoting "when we come
here we are poor, but when we leave this college with our qualified child, we feel we

have become rich in so many ways". This one statement explains the permanent

rapport between the college and the beneficiaries, the students and their families"
Students seem to feel free to seek advise and help from the college and their
teachers rather than from their parents. Girl students who were shy when they
joined the college were totally transformed into confident individuals when they left,
they said.

The peer Team feels that this college has the potential to become a centre of
p.G. and Higher Education for this exclusive group. Many more job oriented diploma
and certificate programmes can be offered in the evenings under financial assistance
from the Government to further uplift the promising youth of this SC, ST & other

poor communities. Absence of science departments offering B'Sc' programmes is
quite conspicuous. science education offers an impetus to developing scientific
take more
temper which is part of its vision statements. The campus is vast and can
prime areas like Microbiology,
buildings to expand the academic activities, in new and
Bioinformatics etc'
Genetics, Biotechnology, Environmental studies, women's studies,

F-
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An exclusive competitive examination coaching centre for Civil Seruices, Defense
Services etc. can easily be started so that more administrative leaders and Defense
Officers emerge from the SC

/

ST communities as well as from other poorer sections.

Starting NCC is essential for further personality development and to produce a highly
dedicated and disciplined youth force to serve the community"

On the improvement side, we wish to suggest,that, the unwieldy classes be
made more viable by dividing them into sections so that students can be paid better
and effective attention in the class.

The library may have an exclusive well stacked reference section for better
knowledge access.

All the students may be exposed to compulsory computer literary programme,
so that, they can easily merged with the main steam of Information Technology in
which field Karnataka is leading.

More teacher be encouraged

to acquire M.Phil. and Ph.D. degrees.

The

management may have a detailed discussion on the issue of facilitating the research
pursuit of teachers with University authorities"

The college has the capability to offer P.G. Programmes. Initiation needs to
be done by the management in this direction.

The Peer Team would like to complement the management for its vision.
Similarly we wish to acknowledge the dedicated efforts of the Principal, the teaching

and non-teaching sectors, in holding the flag of this college high. The students who
are the beneficiaries are appreciated for their love and respect for their teachers and

their institution.
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